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ABSTRACT , 
The paper considers methods to detect 

single and binary short duration failu
res in networks and to improve the reli
ability in the class of networks Lwhen 
switching elements refuse.Thepaper is ba 
sed on and develops further the authors' 
report on the 10th Internat i onal Teletra 
ffic Congress (ITC-10) inL Montreal. 

'rwo methods to improve the reliability 
of one-switching network is considered. 
The first method is to apply a built-in 
device to test and to self-regenerate 
rearrangeable networks. The constructing 
of such arrangement we shall illustrate 
by an example of threestage one-switch
ing networkYCn,r), where r is the num
ber of quadratic nxn switches in the 
first and the third stages. Ennumerate 
i nputs and outputs in i-th switches of 
stages 1 and 3 by numbers from n(i-1)+1 
to ni and imputs and outputs of j-th 
switches of stage 2 by mumbers from r(j
-1)+1 to rj. To the pair of numbers (i,j) 
where 1~~nr, 1.~j~2n+r corresponds a swi t 
ching element (SE) from¥(n,r), determi
ned according to the following rule; 
- if 1~j~n, the SE ,connects in the first 
stage input number i with output number 
Ui-1Y~ Jl+j; 
- if n+1~~n+r, the Si!: connects in the 
second stage input number i with output 
number l(i-1J/rl r+j-n ' 
-if n+r+1=~~n+r, then SE connects in 
third stage input number i with output 
number Lli-1)1 DJ n+j-n-r. 
Let oni(n,r) be given a realization of 

mapping of a set of inputs to a set of 
outputs, that should be written as a ma
trix of nr x (2n+r) size, in which ele
ment a . . is equal to one, if SE (i,j) 
is blo6~ed, and to 0 otherwise. 

Determine fro all i, i=1,nr, j=1,2n+r, 
k=l,nr 

. _;(\O\~'- ~~;'- ~V\~Q {d 
b.:.= z..~::1 a~C£) ck= L&.:.'1 a,C.(-U(_~dJdj =~~=1 d<J *) 

whwre all the sums are taken with res
pect to module 2. Denote by B,C,D the 
control sums, i.e. sets of numbers ~b.~ 
rCkl"id..!~ found according to (*) to re~.J 
~lI~e mapping without mistake. 

Theorem. If during the mapping reali
zation on t (n,r) short duration failu
res in one or two SE take place, then, . 

knowing sets of indexes I,J,K for which 
control sums B,C and D were changed, it 
can be determined Simply, in which SE 
were short duration failures. 

The other method is to introduCe auxi
l~ary SE into the reconstructed network 
that makes possible loss probability 
decrease. 
Optimization is also Taken into account, 

that consists in the following. Among 
all the networks with given level of re
liability one ehould be constructed such 
thet has less number of auxiliary SE. In 
the report the problem of optimal synthe
sis is resolved in class of networks 2:
in which reliable characteristics and 
the number of SE is determined by finite 
( and not very large) number of integer 
parameters. _ 

The networks of class L- are built as 
follows. Let R be a one-switching net
work with N inputs and N outputs. Denote 
by 2. '" the netWork in which each SE of ne
twork R is replaced by a hammock wi th ' 
parameters r 2 ,l • Ne call hammock of 
length 1 and wiffth r a network of rl SE 
that has one input and one output con
nected by chains of length 1 and to break 
all the paths of whic it is necessary to 
disconnect no less that r SE. 
Networks, conSisting of N unconnected 

hanunocks each we denote by 2:....1 and £,:> • 
All the parameters of 2-1 and 2-3 are 
the same. Network S with U inputs and 
U output~ is obtained by~conse.'1uent con
nection of networks z:. i, "Z- 2. ,2...,$. Denote 
by M a class of networks, ootalned of 
(1,2N) polars by replacing all their SE 
by hammocks. Hammocks 1,2, ••• ,N have the 
same parameters r and 1 and hammocks 
N+1, ••• ,2N - the iame pg~ameters r~,l~. 
Denote by 2..'t. a circuit conSisting Of 111 
networks M1,M2' ••• '~ of class M with 
inputs and outputs Wwitching in paral
lels. Denote by 2= a circuit obtained 
by parallel connection of networks S 
and 2: y .Changing integer parameters r., 
i=~ and integer m we obtain the claSs 
of networks ~ • 
Synthesis algorirtm of the networks op

timal on aux:Ll i ary SE number f r om cl8.sB 
~ is given, i.e. solving algorithm of 

integer non-linear optimization task. 
The algorithm consists of subsequent eli 
mination of such values of psrsmeters 
r.,i=~ and m that do not solve the pro 
bien due to fault probability limitation. 
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